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About This Game

Emporium is a short interactive vignette. Exploring notions of escapism, loss and a fragmented sense of self in the wake of a
personal tragedy.

These pockets of dissonant clarity are a vain effort to find beauty, poetry and reason in one's bleakest and most desperate
moments.

Emporium is a small game lasting roughly 30 to 45 minutes. It has a minimal approach to game play, focusing on visuals and
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audio to build a visceral experience with sporadic dialogue choices leading the narrative.
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Title: EMPORIUM
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tom Kitchen
Publisher:
Tom Kitchen
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 645 OEM or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics cards.

English
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If you enjoy fast off road driving games, then this may be the one for you. If you know about 1nsane, well this sticks to a
similar format. In this version you start off with one car & two races..You have to finish in the places or win to earn points to
upgrade that car & more races & events. Really enjoyable, but the only snag is NO controller/ wheel support, only XBOX 360
joypad with PC support..SAD!! I've been using keyboard, not my style really, so gonna buy the XBOX pad and see what
happens..I've only done the first 3 races, but the off road tracks are testing (one track you do drive on roads, watch out for the
on coming trucks!!)..enjoy!!. short,
no story,
boring ending. i bought this pack because i thought it could be used for single player but its NOT. AND it is not STATED that it
is for single or online mode!!!!!. A nice , chill game, i recommend it if you wanna be relaxed ,yet having fun. Honestly, its just a
damn good game. It's a solid RPG with excellent atmosphere and artwork; with a compelling storyline and satisfying sense of
exploration. PLAY IT!. Whats good everyone, i just want everyone to know this game is ♥♥♥♥in great! So far i have logged
27 hours!!! I must admit that I am loving this game. For a long time now I have been looking for a way to play a nice old school
RPG, like the ones i grew up on, well this game delivers 100%!!! The game's story is great! It's a nice new and fresh story line
that i'm really sinking my teeth into, and it's truly engrosing! The game mechanics are perfect, just like Final Fantasy 3, yet
different in it's own subtle ways, making a great and unique game to play. There are tons of hidden gems in this game to find as
well, they can be difficult to find, but remember all things worth while are difficult! I will be posting more reviews as I progress
through the game, so for now that's what I got for ya! I hope everyone enjoys this game as much as i do! Play on MoFo's!
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jesus great game. Yo this game is fun to play with friends. I've had 7 people max play and guessing each others' drawings
(especially if you have awful artists playing) is fun as all get out. Downsides to this game are (1) our phones are not big enough
and our finger smudges dominate the picture, (2) no go back or clear button so no backsys on your happy accidents, and (3) the
framerate can eat it sometimes.

All in all, it's worth playing for an hour or two, esepcially if you create custom suggestions that can get really personal :)
6.5/10. Rescue Team 2 is an enjoyable time\/resource management game and the second game of the series. You collect
resources, repair buildings and roads, put out fires, and remove debris. You also rescue the residents. It's a fun game and you
should get it if you are a fan of the genre.. Such a classic game! :D. I recommend this game, but know that there is some serious
tedious micromanagement in this game. Your characters only do something if they are attacked or if you tell them to do
something. Your first healer does nothing if attacked. She will just stand there and die if you do not notice her being attacked. I
have played MANY party management games because I enjoy them so much and all of them have some sort of party AI to an
extent, but this one has none. No one thinks for themselves. You have to think for the whole group. Thankfully you can now hit
keys to switch between characters which helps some, but when you have nine monsters on the screen, it is a nitemare.

When you start out, it is pretty easy to get "Legendary" items, but after a while, those "Legendary" items are not so "Legendary".
When I got my second extra party memeber, I found a weapon that is almost twice the damage of my other charactes weapons
that was for this new party member. I have yet to find a weapon for my other party members that is in the same damage bracket.
A better variety of weapons would be nice. Could be that I just have not gotten far enough yet.

At first you gain levels pretty easy, but the grind is for real. Also, don't expect to not die. Dying seems to be just apart of the
game.

This is a fun game and I like a challenge, but it really needs some balancing and AI mechanics for party members. Maybe even
an AI that you can set up where If character A is > 30% health focus heals on them. Balancing might not even be needed if
some sort of AI for your characters is worked in.. Its a skin pack, not much to review, they are as shown.
I got them as they give the Medic a more... Medical type aesthetic.. You pay 10 bucks for a completely average and
unremarkable game. Too little variety in the artwork, a barebones game and plot to support the "plot", and maps aswell as
combat that suffered mere lack of engagement, focus and care by the developer. It's not even a matter of talent, they didn't even
try.

Where the game does shine is its localization and translation, which (safe for some minor, very redundant and forgiveable slip
ups) has been done to perfection and by a native westerner. There is nothing to complain about on this front. The publisher
certainly did a good job on this, who failed was the actual developer.

It's a slight excuse for the publisher, who boasts on their patreon page to seek "bringing higher quality industry standards and
practices" to western erotic games. And their publishing and translations surely do that, but the game they have localized,
translated and published surely does not. There are many very good erotic games in dire need of a japanese->english translation,
and it just won't come to me why they would have chosen an average game like this instead of a gem.

If you would really like to support japanese erotic fiction on steam, like I do, then this is probably still worth your money. If
there's no such chivalrous cause, I think you might aswell download something online, which you can get for free.
Definitely do first buy Meltys Quest on steam, before you spend money on this. Because out of these two games, one certainly
surpasses the other.
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